: Left: Our foveated resolution method on UE4 and the Elemental Demo c Epic Games, Inc. Right: Our foveated resolution, ambient occlusion, tessellation, and ray-casting (respectively) methods. Areas outside the circles are rendered in lower detail (peripheral).
Introduction
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Foveated rendering, a class of methods that vary the rendered quality across the image based on gaze, can be a fruitful approach to reduce the number of rendering operations. Human peripheral vision has lower spatial acuity than foveal vision (a small portion of the visual field centred at fixation), and so it is conceivable that a render could be degraded to provide computational benefit without any perceivable loss in quality. This is described as perceptual losslessness, an important feature of foveated rendering systems which justifies their adoption in the commercial realm.
To this end, we contribute four methods for and implementations of foveated rendering that can adaptively control peripheral quality in real-time. We also study the ideal quality-versus-computation balance for each method. We demonstrate that several computationally intensive features of modern real-time rendering pipelines can be adjusted for maximal computational gain with minimal perceivable quality loss. Three of our methods are evaluated against real users. We also introduce a perceptually-motivated extension of the HDR Visual Difference Predictor metric to account for foveation. Using this metric, we evaluate our final method specifically devised for 360
• virtual reality content with motion parallax rendering, which we believe is one of the most suitable domains for these methods.
Background

Visual Perception
The spatial fidelity of human vision degrades as a function of visual eccentricity, which is in part explained by decreasing contrast sensitivity. Contrast sensitivity can be described as the minimal frequency and contrast required such that two distinct stimuli are perceived as separate. Geisler and Perry [1998] empirically derive the Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) to determine contrast detection thresholds as a function of eccentricity.
The CSF is present in some form in most perceptually informed quality metrics, such as SSIM [Wang et al. 2004] and HDR-VDP2 [Mantiuk et al. 2011 ] (see Section 2.3). Contrast sensitivity underlies our ability to perceive fine detail, texture, and contours which are typically some of the more computationally intensive aspects of rendering (e.g. shadows, resolution, surface texture).
More generally however, many perceptual phenomena in peripheral vision may be encompassed and accounted for by the Cortical Magnification Factor (CMF). The visual cortex is divided into several regions with varying structure and function, and different emphases on foveal/peripheral representation. The primary visual cortex (V1) is the earliest visual cortex area, discriminating spatial frequencies, visual orientation, and other spatial and temporal factors [De Valois and De Valois 1988] . As we increase retinal eccentricity, the amount of visual cortex dedicated to each degree of visual field decreases. Prior studies have shown a strong relationship between the Cortical Magnification Factor (CMF) and the degradation of contrast sensitivity and visual acuity with visual eccentricity [Virsu and Rovamo 1979] . Therefore, we believe the CMF is a appropriate heuristic to model the degradation of visual quality with eccentricity, and use it in this research to modify the CSF with eccentricity. Using Equation 1, from Horton et al. [1991] , we are able to calculate the cortical magnification factor for any given eccentricity:
Where A is the cortical scaling factor (mm) and e2 is the eccentricity at which a stimulus subtends half the cortical distance that it subtends in the fovea (degrees). Horton et al. supply the values A = 17.3 mm, e2 = 0.75 From Dougherty et al. [2003] , we retrieve A = 29.2 mm, e2 = 3.67
• for V1. Levoy and Whitaker [1990] varied image resolution as a function of the Euclidean distance from the fovea's fixation point using discrete levels of detail. Ohshima et al. [1996] proposed a run-time selection method on sets of pre-computed object meshes at varying levels of details. Zha et al. [1999] presented a gaze-directed mesh decimation model to reduce the geometric complexity of a model. Murphy et al. [2009] designed a foveation method based on CSF, and varied image degradation according to the respective angular frequency, without modifying underlying scene geometry. Recently, Guenter et al. [2012] used three layers that include a different resolution and blended these layers to provide a high-quality foveated rendering result. For a broader lecture on level-of-detail rendering systems, we refer the reader to the excellent survey by Yoon et al [2008] .
Foveated Rendering
Image Quality Metrics
Traditionally, image quality metrics assume uniform quality perception at the foveal level across the entire image. Well known perceptually informed metrics such as Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [Wang et al. 2004 ] and more recently HDR Visual Difference Predictor (HDR-VDP2) [Mantiuk et al. 2011 ] perform significantly better than other existing metrics for those scenarios. However, foveated imagery (particularly in rendering) is meant to be appreciated at a single point in space and time, and are not meant to be appreciated entirely at foveal fidelity but instead at the varying level of fidelity across the visual field.
There are a few examples of foveated image quality metrics. Wang et al. [2001] introduce the FWQI, and they too note that most image quality metrics are designed for uniform quality images and do not correlate well to perceived quality at a single point in time. Lee et al. [2002] introduce FSNR with moderate results, however PSNR (which the model extends) is simply a cumulative error metric with no perceptual information. Rimac et al. [2010] introduce an extension to SSIM named FA-SSIM which outperformed the base metric on a video database simulating networking artefacts, but their method relies on temporal information. Tsai and Liu [2014] introduce their own window-based foveated implementation of Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) using image saliency. Similarly, they claim higher performance on tested databases, but their method relies on the selection of an appropriate saliency model.
Implementation
Foveated Rendering
Part of our aim in this study is the determination of adequate quality settings for our methods that maintain perceptual losslessness. A perceptually lossless image is described as one that suffers imperceptible degradation such that to the average user it is indistinguishable from the non-degraded, or reference, source image. Perceptual losslessness is an important feature for real-time rendering systems as it permits compute-time savings without perceivable quality loss.
We have implemented four methods which exploit quality degradation of resolution, Screen-Space Ambient Occlusion (SSAO), tessellation, and ray-casting steps with visual eccentricity. Increased quality in all three of these features of modern real-time rendering pipelines are associated with a large computational cost. Through this study, we aim to discern at what level of degradation do artefacts become noticeable to the observer and determine the computational savings that can be made at the limit of just-noticeabledifference. All four of our foveated rendering methods operate in real-time in their respective frameworks.
Foveal Window Size
The size of the high fidelity window in pixels on the screen is a function of the properties of the human visual system, the properties of the screen, and the user's position in relation to the screen. Equation 2 provides the radius, in pixels, of the foveal window.
Where ρ pixel is the pixel density of the display (pixels/mm), du is the user's distance from the screen (mm), and α is the angle subtended by the retinal region to test (in this case, the angle subtended by the fovea in radians). An error constant c is added to account for factors such as tracking error and off-axis fixations, as the foveal region projected to a flat surface will become elliptical with eccentricity (requiring a larger rendered diameter). Additionally, bw specifies the width in pixels of an implementation-specific blending border between the foveal and peripheral regions.
Peripheral Resolution
Our first method (refinement of our prior work [Swafford et al. 2015] ) reduces the effective rendered pixel density of the peripheral region while maintaining the base density of the foveal window. Degraded peripheral resolution is a straightforward approach to foveated rendering that has been explored previously (see Section 2.2). We render two views of the scene: first, the peripheral view, is a full field-of-view render at a fraction of the resolution we intend to simulate; second, the foveal view, is a limited field-of-view render at the intended pixel density (see Figure 2 ). The peripheral view is up-sampled to the target resolution with minor Gaussian blurring. Then, the foveal view is placed at the fixation point and a fraction of its outer radius is radially blended with the peripheral view to provide a smooth transition between each layer. 
Screen-Space Ambient Occlusion
Ambient occlusion [Pharr and Green 2004 ] is a well known technique in graphics to simulate the effect on diffuse lighting caused by occlusions created by objects present in the scene, including self-occlusions. It has been adopted to simulate a diffuse term that supports a complex distribution of incident light. Because ambient occlusion can be quite expensive to compute in real-time for dynamic scenarios, screen-space approaches are currently widely popular [Bavoil and Sainz 2008] .
We exploit SSAO by varying the number of per-pixel depth-buffer samples in the foveal and peripheral fields of view. Although a very low number of per-pixel samples can cause banding (see Figure 4) , we expect these differences to go unnoticed in the periphery due to the loss of visual acuity and contrast sensitivity. The scene we chose for this method is the Sibenik Cathedral populated with Stanford bunnies, as it provides a lot of occluding meshes with small details.
Terrain Tessellation
Our third method is a foveated implementation of a terrain renderer exploiting GPU-level tessellation. Geometry tessellation is a vertex processing stage that adaptively subdivides coarser geometry patches on-the-fly into smaller geometric primitives to generate nicer and smooth-looking details. Tessellation has been incorporated on modern GPU rasterization pipelines and is commonly driven by some view-dependent criteria. We chose this technique due to its wide adoption within the graphics industry.
Our foveated rendering method builds on an OpenGL framework exploiting tile-based tessellation. In order to determine the appropriate level of tessellation, we project the foveal window from screen coordinates into the scene. If a tile falls within either the foveal or peripheral field of view, the level of tessellation is set statically to the appropriate level. If the tile falls between the two regions (on the blending border) the level of tessellation is linearly interpolated between the two levels. Figure 3 provides a wireframe view with exaggerated settings of our method in action.
Foveated Real-time Ray-Casting
Our fourth and final method, which we evaluate against the parametrized metric, employs foveally selective ray casting for 360
• immersive virtual reality content, rendered using a variant of multi-layer relief mapping originally developed by Policarpo and Oliveira [2006] , which allows motion parallax within a limited envelope of movement. The method normally casts rays to geometry and detects intersections with a given number of depth layers, represented as a series of RGBA textures mapped on the geometry. We vary the number of per-pixel ray-casting steps across the field of view. This can cause significant dis-occlusion errors and stairstepping artefacts if the number of steps is too low. Again, building on the lowered contrast sensitivity and visual acuity in peripheral vision, we expect there will be a balance between the severity of dis-occlusion and the number of per-pixel stepped samples that is sufficiently unnoticeable yet yield high performance.
Foveated Image Metric
We wish to develop a suitable image quality metric specifically for foveated imagery to assist with foveated rendering method evaluation in the future. User trials are typically time consuming and costly, so their use should be reserved for methods that have reasonably high chances of success. However, perceptually informed metrics that take foveation into account are relatively unexplored (see Section 2.3). Instead of adopting one of the aforementioned foveated metrics, we present a new metric that builds on an existing algorithm demonstrating a strong psychophysical background but lacking consideration for loss of visual acuity with eccentricity.
To this end, we extend HDR-VDP2 as it has a strong perceptual background, reports relatively good performance, is freely available, and is well documented. In order to improve the algorithm meaningfully, we targeted the degradation of contrast sensitivity in peripheral vision. We introduce the CMF to the algorithm, which is dependent on visual eccentricity from fixation, as a parameter to calculate the extent of peripheral degradation.
There is a strong relationship between the CMF and the degradation of contrast sensitivity and visual acuity with visual eccentricity [Virsu and Rovamo 1979] . Difference between contrast sensitivity or visual acuity in central and peripheral vision could be accounted for by compensating stimulus size by the CMF. We scale the contrast sensitivity function by the CMF at a given pixel divided by the value of CMF at fixation. For HDR-VDP2, we target the neural contrast sensitivity function [Mantiuk et al. 2011 ] which discounts light scattering and luminance masking.
Where e is an eccentricity corresponding to a pixel position (x, y), CSFe is the Contrast Sensitivity Function at that eccentricity, Me is the CMF at that position, and M0 is the CMF at centre of vision. As HDR-VDP2 uses a multi-scale decomposition process, we increase sensitivity of detected contrast as scale decreases (S being 0.5, 0.25, etc) to allow the model to remain sensitive to large scale contrast changes over the visual field. Finally, α is a tunable parameter that we introduce to attenuate the effect of peripheral sensitivity.
Hypotheses
How perceptually lossless a foveated render appears to be can be determined by how reliably an average user would be able to distinguish the reference render as the higher quality render when also presented to the foveated render. Thus, to validate our methods and determine whether they are perceptually lossless, the average user should identify the reference render (uniformly high quality) over the foveal render (high quality window at fixation, lower quality elsewhere) worse than chance. The more significantly different from chance this value is, the more reliable is the foveated method/quality pairing. We advance the following hypotheses, such that when comparing a reference and a foveated render:
H0 The average viewer identifies the reference render as the high quality render at chance (≈ 50% of the time). H1 The average viewer identifies the reference render as the high quality render better than chance (> 50% of the time). H2 The average viewer identifies the reference render as the high quality render worse than chance (< 50% of the time).
H2 is our preferred hypothesis, as it indicates the reference render cannot reliably be identified as the higher quality render. A failure to reject the null hypothesis does not allow us to make any conclusions on the effectiveness of the method. If results favour H1, the method/quality pairing must be abandoned as the difference is reliably detectable.
Experimentation
Rendering Parameters
We use Equation 2 to calculate the foveal window size for our study. The fovea subtends the central 5
• of radial area on the retina [Polyak 1941 ], however we increase the value used in our studies to 9
• to encompass the parafoveal area (approximately 7
• of eccentricity) and to account for tracker error. This corresponded to a foveal window diameter of approximately 588.4 px (given the information in Section 4.4), which we round up to 600 px to account for minor accidental gaze drift.
The blending border between both regions is an additional 100 px, which is decided arbitrarily. Prior studies have shown that blending, or lack thereof, provides no significant user performance difference [Reingold and Loschky 2002] . However, the peripheral degradation in that study was noticeable and may have interfered with the results. As far as we are aware, there are no further studies that focus explicitly on this subject.
We select three levels of detail per method to experiment on and to ensure some coverage of the parameter space. These three levels of detail are described throughout this paper as low, medium, and high. Low settings were chosen to provide the largest computational gain, but the most likelihood of detection that could still justify foveation. Contrarily, high settings were chosen as very unlikely to be detected, but with the lowest computational gain that could still sufficiently justify the use of foveation. The medium setting was chosen as the middle point between the two, an intuitively ideal balance between likelihood of detection and performance. See Table 1 
Fixations
For our experiments we decided to focus exclusively on perceivable spatial artefacts for our methods. Although we understand the importance of evaluating our methods temporally, our work serves as a preliminary study in automated and subjective evaluation of gazecontingent methods. As our extension to the HDR-VDP2 metric (and the base metric itself) does not take temporal factors of human vision into account, we would be unable to accurately evaluate the perceptibility of our modifications through the image quality metric in a temporal setting. Additionally, due to the tracking hardware available to us (see Section 4.4) we would not be able to isolate our experiments from external error, leading to potentially flawed conclusions about the methods' perceptibility. We instead adopt fixation-based testing and use our tracking hardware to validate fixations.
Fixation-based testing introduces a few problems when evaluating methods for user preferences, image quality metric results, and reported computational load. In terms of computation, the position of the foveal render can greatly affect rendering times depending on the method (e.g. tessellation on simple versus intricate surfaces). In terms of user preference, prior studies suggest that poor selection of the foveated region (such as random or brute-force selection) could lead to lower perceived image quality [Bailey et al. 2009 ]. In terms of image metrics, it must be general enough to provide realistic results for the phenomena it is modelling (in this case, the human visual system), where simplifications can lead to excessive positive or negative performance. Temporal testing does not suffer from these specific issues as gaze is a direct reflection of user preference and real-world data (which would validate averaging for computational results, for example).
In order to select plausible fixations we conducted a small pilot study, collecting gaze positions over a 10 second period during free-viewing sessions of our reference renders. We then ran Itti, Koch, and Neibur (ITTI) [Itti et al. 1998 ], Graph-Based Visual Saliency (GBVS) [Harel et al. 2006] , and Erdem and Erdem (Cov-SAL) [Erdem and Erdem 2013] on our reference renders to select the saliency maps which fit closest to our collected free-viewing fixation data. The saliency model that most closely fit our data was GBVS, from which we select the centres of the 6 most salient, nonoverlapping image regions. We also independently chose 6 additional fixation points which we found to demonstrate high detail variability or represented interesting regions of the image. These independently chosen points were selected to account for potential errors of the saliency models, which are typically not evaluated against computer generated imagery. The fixation points for each method/reference render can be seen in Figure 6 . 
User Trials
The experiments consisted of a number of tests in randomized order comparing a foveated render to the reference render. For each trial, a foveated render was displayed before or after a reference render for the same amount of time. Once both images had been displayed, the subject would then have to decide whether the first image appeared higher quality, the second image appeared higher quality, or if both images appeared identical, and respond appropriately.
Each subject underwent three test blocks, one for each rendering method, in randomized order. A test block consisted of 81 trials in randomized order. Out of these 81 possible trials, 9 were control trials while the remaining 72 were test trials. The amount of test trials are divided equally among each of the three quality levels, lending to 24 test trials per quality level per method. Of these 24, there are 2 trials for each of the 12 fixation points; one trial in which the foveated render is presented first and one where the foveated render is presented second. For the 9 control trials, 3 trials display the reference render against itself and 6 trials compare a fully peripheral quality render against the reference (per quality level and per first/second order).
The procedure for a single trial was as follows. Firstly, a neutral grey screen would appear for two seconds. Then a small cross would appear on the grey screen indicating where the user was to maintain their fixation. Users were instructed to fixate at that position until the end of that specific trial. The eye tracker would ensure the user's gaze was fixated on the indicated area and would signal the start of the test. At this point, the first image in the trial would appear for two seconds, followed by the neutral grey screen with the cross at the same location for one second, followed by the second image in the trial for two seconds. If the user's gaze drifted away from the indicated fixation point at any time during the trial, the trial would not be interrupted but the results would be marked invalid. Finally, the neutral grey screen would return without the cross to await the user's response (first was better, second was better, or both appeared identical).
The user population consisted of 9 participants (1 female, mean population age of 32) who were computer graphics professionals with diverse backgrounds. All users had 20/20 or corrected to 20/20 vision. The eye tracker (see Section 4.4) was calibrated for each user individually before their testing session. Users were allowed to take short breaks at any point during a block (provided this was done at the answer screen for a trial and they remembered their answer) to avoid fatigue. Between each block, breaks of any desired length were allowed and users could leave the testing area, also to prevent fatigue.
Equipment
We use an Acer CB280HK 4K UHD monitor with a display area approximately 62 cm × 34.5 cm in size, corresponding to an approximate pixel density of 6.23 px mm −1 . For eye-tracking, we used Tobii's EyeX commercial level eye tracker with 9-point calibration, with no accuracy and precision reports and no specified latency at time of purchase 1 , although internal testing yielded an approximate latency of 50 ms to 75 ms. Due to these specifications, we would be unable to reliably validate our methods temporally, and so our study focuses solely on spatial detectability. To easily accommodate the eye tracker's tracking volume and increase tracking accuracy, users were secured on a head-rest at a distance of 600 mm from the monitor for all experiments. For our rendering and benchmark tests, we use a desktop computer equipped with an Intel Core i7 4820K CPU and an ASUS R9 290X GPU. 
Figure 7: All trial results (excluding controls), split per method and per parameter setting. Valid instances where the reference was marked higher quality than the foveated render are in blue (invalid in light blue). Valid instances where the foveated render was marked equal or higher quality than the reference are in red (invalid in light red).
Results
User Trials
All subjects completed all trials for all three blocks. However, one subject's resolution block trial data had to be discarded due to a misunderstanding of testing procedure, which led to all responses being invalid. This data was removed from our results and there were no other changes made to the data set. All significance values are evaluated at the α = 0.01 level. Figure 7 presents a plot of the non-control trial counts for each method-parameter pair split by validity and result type.
The proportion of invalid responses to valid responses was similar across parameters within a given method, with ≈ 18% invalid responses for the resolution method and ≈ 16% for the tessellation method. However, the ambient method demonstrated an overall higher proportion (≈ 26%) of invalid responses when compared to the other two methods. Given that trial block order was randomized we exclude fatigue as a possible cause, and tracker error would have manifested itself across all trials. This suggests that the method may have shown significant spatial artefacts for peripheral rendering which were distracting enough to direct gaze away from the fixation point.
Data for several quality/method settings ( Figure 7 ) demonstrate a "correct" (identified the reference render as the higher quality render of the pair) to "incorrect" (identified the foveated render as the higher quality render of the pair, or indicated that the quality of both were identical) ratio that was statistically significant in favour of H2, thereby encouraging their adoption. These quality/method settings were ambient high (P val ≈ 6.895 × 10 −9 ), tessellation medium (P val ≈ 0.0011), tessellation high (P val ≈ 4.598 × 10 −7 ), resolution low (P val ≈ 0.0023), resolution medium (P val ≈ 7.938 × 10 −5 ), and resolution high (P val ≈ 5.822×10
−5 ). The remaining quality/method settings either favour H1 (ambient low), thereby discouraging their use, or fail to reject H0 (tessellation low and ambient medium).
Subjective responses from users suggest difficulties in distinguishing the images for the resolution trial block, with some subjects asking whether they were being shown different images at all. The users added that there were a few "obviously rough looking" images that they felt were easily distinguishable. These were most likely the control trials and a subset of the low quality trials. Almost all subjects reported that the quality difference in the trials for the ambient method were clearly visible, which may be related to the higher number of invalid trials discussed earlier (unconscious gaze drift leading to easily perceptible differences). For the tessellation trials, user confidence was mixed, but overall subjects believed that they had identified the reference correctly.
Quality Metric
Using the results from the user trials, we parametrize our metric. The metric will then be used to evaluate our fourth and final foveated rendering method for immersive content. We first determine the ideal parameters for base HDR-VDP2, namely the peak sensitivity of the metric (psens), the excitation (p mask ), and inhibition (q mask ) of the visual contrast masking model. These are the tunable parameters provided by the base HDR-VDP2 metric.
HDR-VDP2 predicts the probability that the differences between two images are visible to the average observer (with 0 indicating impossibility and 1 indicating absolute certainty). To compare against the model's predictions, we derive our predictions from the data by comparing metric results against user testing results for the fully peripheral quality versus reference control trials. In this way, the base parameters for the HDR-VDP2 metric are calibrated for degradations at foveal fidelity (highest fidelity in the visual field).
We were unable to find a single set of base parameters that provided detection probabilities close to our data for all three methods. Therefore, we provide parameters per method and evaluate our selective ray casting rendering model against each. For the resolution data we use psens = 1.0, p mask = 0.14, and q mask = 0.19. For SSAO we use psens = 0.8, p mask = 0.54, and q mask = 1.50. For tessellation we use psens = 0.8, p mask = 0.54, and q mask = 0.30.
We then calibrate our extended metric using the attenuation parameter α from Equation 3, using the V1 cortex parameters from [Dougherty et al. 2003 ] for the CMF function. The detection probabilities output by our metric are compared against the foveated de-tection probabilities from our data; the number of valid and correct responses over the total number of valid responses. The attenuation values we found to have the best fit were α = 2.45 for the resolution data, α = 4.45 for the ambient data, and α = 0.43 for the tessellation data. Using our metric, the average detection predictions per quality setting per method (averaged over all foveated images in that class) can be seen in Table 2 .
Immersive Motion Parallax Rendering
We run our fully calibrated metric on our fourth and final method. For this dataset, we adjust the equipment and set-up specific base parameters of HDR-VDP2 to match values for a typical modern and commercial head-mounted display. In our case, we use the Oculus Rift DK2's resolution, screen dimensions, and typical eye distance from the screen. Renders from this dataset are then evaluated with our metric using the three parameter sets (one per method) derived in Section 5.2. The detection probabilities returned by our metric on this dataset are found in Table 3 . Similarly to the other foveated rendering methods, we are only evaluating the method spatially at a single point in time. In this case, we use a single fixation point (in this case the flower pot in the scene, see Figure 5 ) and evaluate over a wider quality parameter space.
Out of the three parameter sets, the tessellation parameters seem to provide the most unrealistic results given the amount of degradation at lower steps. Since the artefacts produced by reduced peripheral resolution are similar to those produced by reduced sampling (loss of contour and texture fidelity, etc.) we use the resolution parameter set for our metric to determine the ideal balance between detectability and computational performance for this particular method in Section 5.4. 
Performance Gains
To evaluate computational performance we settle on the lowest quality setting per method that favours H2, run our methods in realtime at each fixation point, and average the render time over 1000 frames. After which, we average across all fixation point times per method to provide the average rendering time for our method overall. We select resolution medium, ambient high, and tessellation medium for our quality settings. We chose the resolution medium over resolution low in order to be conservative with our estimates, as detection probabilities appear to plateau between the two.
The average render time over all fixation points, the fixation point with the worse average render time, and the fixation point with the best average render time compared against the average render time for the reference per method/quality setting are shown in Table 4 . The table also includes the average rendering time for our foveated ray-casting method at the flower pot fixation point at the 20 step quality level.
Discussion
Analysis
Overall, all of our methods enjoyed some success. As expected, the low quality settings were the most easily detectable, but with the resolution method the difference between settings was much less substantial than initially expected. This may partially explain why resolution degradation remains a popular (and successful) method for foveation. Artefacts or perceivable foveation was much more prominent across the ambient method trials, but even within the tested sampling levels there was at least one level which was relatively imperceptible and provided substantial computational benefit. Our metric indicates that our ray-casting method is relatively undetectable at lower step rates (but not the lowest). These results may be the first paces towards motivating the use of real-time ray casting content for virtual reality. We expect the computational gains to be even more substantial once we are able to integrate multiple methods together.
We recognize a few limitations of our study. Firstly, we would like to conduct a larger exploration of the parameter space for our rendering methods to make more accurate inferences about the rate of change in terms of detectability. Additionally, we do not explore any temporal aspects of our methods and the detectability any temporal-specific aspects that may be introduced. We realize that temporal evaluation is critical to fully validate foveated methods, requiring accurate, fast, and reliable eye tracking.
Applications
We believe the largest application domain for perceptually lossless foveated rendering in the near future is in virtual reality. This is partly why we demonstrate our fourth foveated rendering method, foveally selective ray casting for immersive content. The current state of the virtual reality market demands expensive hardware that puts living room virtual reality out of reach for the majority of the consumer entertainment market. For example, Oculus has recently announced that the minimum specifications for the consumer version of their head-mounted display requires a GPU equivalent to the GTX 970 or higher. A conservative estimate from the most recent Steam Hardware & Software survey in December 2015 2 , which collects hardware statistics for a major online game distribution company, shows that less than 10% of users today fit that requirement. Companies like FOVE and StarVR, which include eye-tracking in their head-mounted displays, have stated support for foveated rendering methods. Beyond head-mounted displays, immersive environments for very large scale real-time rendering (such as high quality CAVE installations) stand the most to gain from foveated rendering, as most of the rendered scene is never in view.
Future Work
We would also like to study problems specific to foveated rendering in virtual reality, such as accounting for eye tracking failure and system latency in order to maintain perceptual losslessness. This may also involve exploring the effect of foveated rendering methods in virtual reality and how they may affect motion sickness, or whether more active methods for foveation (such as explicitly directing gaze) are possible. This also extends to exploring novel foveated rendering methods that focus on, or integrate several, other aspects of the rendering pipeline. We would like to further refine our foveated metric to account for more spatial aspects of the human visual system. Primarily, we would like to extend the method further by considering temporal factors as well. This will also require a temporal evaluation with user trials for our existing and any future methods.
